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Other features include transferring your photos to phones that are nearby through near-field communications, as well as the
option to back up your photos in the cloud.

Camera360 Ultimate is not short of features It boasts a wide variety of 'cams' with different options available depending on the
type of picture you want to take.. It's the kind of thing you normally need a top-of-the-range camera to achieve And if none of
the pre-installed camera options in Camera360 Ultimate meet your needs, you can download more from the store.. The first
place you'll want to start is in Easy Cam where most of the settings are set to automatic, though you can on or off the stabilizer
and composition grid, and easily zoom in and out.. Other interesting camera options include the 'effects' cam, the 'funny' cam,
the 'selfie' cam (which automatically smooths your face) and the 'color shift' cam, which allows you to keep just one color in
your photo and make the rest of the background black and white.. The in-app photo album is a highlight as, with one touch of a
button, you can go straight into a grid view of your photos arranged by date.

This is something I would never be able to do with a regular camera app, but the results are really impressive.. At the moment
the options are limited, but hopefully there will be more released soon.

This is equally true of the tilt shift cam, which allows you to select a part (or parts) of a photo to blur while keeping the rest of it
in focus.
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